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You can write a book review and share your experiences. Other readers will always be interested in your opinion of the books you've read. Whether you've loved the book or not, if
you give your honest and detailed thoughts then people will find new books that are right for them. 1.Â Six new monsters by F. Wesley Schneider. A gamemasterytm adventure path.
Curse of the Crimson Throne: Seven Days to the Grave. D. eath stalks the streets! The Curse of the Crimson Throne Adventure Path continues, bringing the blistering red hand of
death to Korvosa. What starts as an isolated outbreak swiftly turns into a full-fledged epidemic and soon no one is safe. The cityâ€™s resources quickly overwhelmed, a desperate
queen takes harsh measures to stem the rising death toll. In â€œSeven Days to the Grave,â€ the PCs are faced with situations where health and resolve win the day. During this
chapter, a character can spend Harrow Points in the following ways: Constitution Rerolls : A PC can spend a Harrow Point to reroll a Fortitude saving throw, stabilization check, or
other Constitution-based check. She must abide by the new result (although if she has additional Harrow Points remaining, she can use them to attempt additional rerolls).Â
Grushenka will invite Villy to join her for an evening at the Eel's End where she is booked to perform. It must be useful to be on good terms with a wizard. Uh oh, on a 'date' with our
lecherous wizard...? Seven Days to the Grave , an adventure by F. Wesley Schneider with support articles by Edward P. Healy , Rick Miller , Sean K Reynolds and fiction by James
Jacobs , is the second in the Curse of the Crimson Throne adventure path and was released in April 2008. It was nominated for two ENnie awards in 2008 including best adventure
(which went to Burnt Offerings ) and product of the year. Pathfinder PZO 6033 "Curse Of Crimson Throne" Pawn Collection. Paizo Staff. Game. 16 offers from Â£19.27. Next.Â Mass
graves crowd the outer walls and plague doctors stalk the streets in a desperate attempt to prevent the sickness from spreading, yet is there something more to the plague than meets
the eye! This volume contains supplementary rules for handling large-scale urban disasters, such as plagues and famines, and also presents a detailed exploration of Abadar, the god
of cities and wealth. Several new monsters associated with sickness and disease round out the bestiary.Â Each one gives some great monsters listed at the end of the book, as well
as a ton of fluff to flesh out the region and people of the area. Read more. One person found this helpful. Pathfinder Legends book. Read reviews from worldâ€™s largest community
for readers. Death stalks the streets!What starts as an isolated outbreak swiftly ...Â Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Start by marking â€œPathfinder
Legends: Curse of the Crimson Throne: Seven Days to the Grave (Pathfinder Legends, #3.2)â€ as Want to Read: Want to Read savingâ€¦ Want to Read.

